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WHAT IS A METAVERSE

The term comes from a 1992 science fiction novel, Snow Crash, as a contraction of "meta" and “universe'', and
since then it appears that people have granted it with different meanings.

For us, it is a simple concept: a perfect world where everyone is in total control of their own life. From the
appearance you want to have, to the place you want to live and last but not least, the assets you want to have
full ownership of. The only place where everyone can be the real master of their own life and destiny.

Our hope is to empower every single player with full ownership of everything they obtain in-game, and we
decided to pivot the entire in-platform economy to the growth and fun of our players.

11METAVERSE

11Metaverse is a Cross-Blockchain protocol providing a distributed platform for shared virtual worlds labelled
“The Metaverse”.

The infrastructure is intended to be used by players as well as by any game developer who wants to easily dock
a game to a cross-blockchain ecosystem, where crypto-currencies can be used through the shared Metaverse
economy.

Its architecture includes a compatibility protocol for exchanging messages (contract calls, tokens etc.) with
different blockchains as well as DE-FI technology, with the aim to offer a perspective complete DECO
(Decentralized Ecosystem) that exploits the best features from each blockchain while avoiding glitches and
potential risks.

11Metaverse offers the most complete meta-business economy, providing a crypto-payment economy, a
website economy, a user content and social interaction economy, intellectual property protection and a
marketplace economy all in one.

Antithetically from other options available, who position their financial architecture to own Land, 11Metaverse
pivot the entire economy on the players’ personal growth, allowing an easy cross-use of their assets among
different games: the value of assets secured in one game will remain spendable through the whole arcade.

THE GAME ARCADE

We want to offer our players a next level arcade in the Metaverse, with action-games located in the premier
games arcade, using a coin or token operated cabinet, to pursue the same excitement enjoyed by gamers
during their childhood.

We want to remove the boredom from ‘play-to-earn’ games, offering the ultimate level of entertainment and
excitement, especially when competing with other people.

Pure fun. Pure play-to-earn.

Our Arcade will feature games from our client game developers. We provide a set of dedicated SDK where they
can easily dock their games to the 11Metaverse blockchain backed eco-system.
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MOTORAGE CITY – THE FIRST GAME ON THE ARCADE

We believe so much in the platform, that we have created
the first game for it. We picked one of the most successful
motorbike games, an award-winning mobile game totaling
45M+ downloads worldwide, and have successfully
introduced it into our immersive Metaverse platform and
ecosystem.

We believe in a deeply engaging game experience.
We want our play-to-earn games to be FUN.

You can read a full description of the MotoRage City game
at the end of this whitepaper.

THE GOVERNANCE SYSTEM

Everyone loves to talk about DAO and public governance. We love and fully embrace the concept. Our main
concern is to fully protect our players and client game developers, and the best way to do that is to start with a
centralized governance anchored to a simple, transparent, and enforceable set of rules.

The form of democracy is the Federal Republic, ruled by a specific, 11Metaverse backed, entity called Star
Federation.

Federal Level is empowered for the protection of players, leaving the rule of every Metaverse to the specific
game developer. Each Metaverse will thus have its own in-game rules, but junior to the three Federation
Directives who will supersede any in-game rule. The Directives are unchangeable and will survive everything.

First Directive

Star Federation will protect the fundamental rights of every player, streamer and content maker, including full
ownership of assets, full usability of acquired or conquered assets through the entire arcade, and Intellectual
Property.

Second Directive

Every Metaverse on the platform will be ruled by the respective game developer on rules and conditions of
wish, except where such rules would conflict with the First Directive.

Third Directive
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As token adoption will raise and spread, and distribution among gamers and stakers will be adequate, Star
Federation will progressively shift toward a Decentralized Governance, ruled by native tokens (one token one
vote), as long as such migration does not conflict with the First or Second Directives.

STAR FEDERATION

Star Federation will manage 11Metaverse through separate, dedicated wallets. The first wallet is Star Federation
and will cover several activities, including:

● 11Metaverse Governance

● Thermal Minting (native coin, NFT minting and trading)

● Staking and in-game rewards (through a dedicated wallet)

PLANETARY ALLIANCE

The Planetary Alliance wallet will be used for the development of the whole infrastructure, including:

● Client game developers onboarding and management

● Native game improvement

● Research and development, new technologies adoption

● Blockchain development

● Legal entities activities

● Platform Technical Development

PROTOCOL DROID

The Protocol Droid wallet will be used to support the ecosystem and social media growth, offering rewards to
incentivize in-game activity, social and peer-to-peer interaction among players, content creation and release, as
well as the quantity and quality of social posts related to the platform. Indie game developers with outstanding
projects will also be granted a development contribution if developing on 11Metaverse.

● Eco-System growth and strategic alliances

● Social interaction engagement and rewarding

● Client Game Developers Grants

11Metaverse will support and will be strongly backed by very intense social sharing and interaction through the
most efficient networks (Instagram, YouTube, Snapchat, Facebook, Tik Tok, Pinterest, Twitter and Reddit), the
players, and the Metaverse itself.

The native token will reward end-users social network activity, on a “the more you post on social networks
about the game, the more you earn” Proof of Social (POS). The same equation will be applied to the players’
participation in closed groups on WhatsApp, Telegram, Discord and WeChat.

The relation between 11Metaverse and social interaction related activities starts on an indirect basis. At the
inception date, each gamer will have the option to get social directly from their dashboard, but the connection
with the platforms will be by a scripted message addressed to each user’s own account, through a dedicated
API.
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In the medium term, we will embed the social interaction triggers directly in-game, allowing players to publish
texts, snapshots, clips and other media contents directly while playing and from the platform.

Peer to Peer communications, as well as the creation of clans and teams, will be encouraged on the same basis.

THE ENGINE

This wallet will be used for several activities, including:

● Company Reserve

● Burning

● Staff loyalty program

PLAYERS

We want to empower our players and we want them to qualify for all economic benefits generated through the
platform. We are pivoting the entire economy around each player's personal growth. 11Metaverse grants to all
our players some inalienable rights:

● Full ownership of Intellectual Property

● Full ownership of assets: native coin, characters, vehicles, skins, loots, weapons and raw materials

● Full usability of acquired or conquered assets through the entire arcade: the native coin will be
spendable in each Metaverse docked to the platform, while other assets will follow the end-user through
different games with a predetermined swap conversion rate, pegged to the native coin

● A cheap and safe micro-payment system available through the whole arcade and powered by the native
coin

● NFT minting and trading option available for all

● A perspective decentralized and token-based governance

● A perspective fully decentralized ownership through a DAO

● A safe and transparent staking program

● A separate, secure, and decentralized record of ownership of digital properties, regardless if they were
purchased or earned

We expect players to compete, have fun, earn and socialize with the community.

CLIENT GAME DEVELOPERS

11Metaverse is a unique Meta-Engine especially designed for game developers, offering an easy solution to
dock action games to a blockchain environment, allowing the use of all provided proprietary tools on the
ecosystem.

Docking stations will be provided in the form of a dedicated SDK, making the process of embedding a game into
our Metaverse straightforward.
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GENETIC DESIGNERS

We expect users to craft and trade rare digital assets, issued on the blockchain by their creators.

EXPENSES AND REVENUES STREAMS

A. Star Federation

Through managing the whole infrastructure, Star Federation will cash in the revenues and reinvest them into
the daily operations, either directly or through the controlled wallets Protocol Droid and Planetary Alliance.

Revenues Streams

Infrastructure: Monthly fee for the use of the infrastructure by client game developers

Native Game: All revenues coming from in-game purchases by players, including subscriptions.

Native Game NFT Sales: All revenues coming from the Sale

Transaction Fees Genetic Designers: 20% on all transactions originated from Genetic Designers.

Transaction Fees = 5% of all transactions on the infrastructure, not included on the above.

Advertising Revenue: 100% of ADV revenues on the platform and on the native game, 5% of ADV revenues
generated on other Metaverse.

Expenses Streams

In-game rewards: Prize pools, in-game rewards, races prizes, tournament prizes, time prizes

Native game development: All costs related to game maintenance, deployment of new features, and
improvements.

Infrastructure: Management, improvements, new features

Brick and mortar: Legal costs, compliance, administrative, structure, commercial costs related to the
onboarding of client game developers, staff and advisors, servers, blockchain developers, IOT and AI
developers, system security.

Social interaction rewards: to boost as much as possible the visibility and social interaction among players
and potential players.

Staking: for any owner leaving tokens on the native pool, staking rewards are granted.

B. Players

Revenues Streams

In-Game rewards: Players will be able to earn tokens playing all the games supported by 11Metaverse. They
will earn by winning tournaments, races, defeating opponents, opening a chest, finding loot, evolving their
heroes, getting any other in-game reward, and more.

Forge, Train and Retrofit: Players can forge new weapons or increase the value of their assets by training
their Meta-Heroes. They can as well retrofit their vehicles and trade them for a higher value.
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Collector’s Corner: Players can collect and speculate on legendary vehicles or Meta-Heroes.

Referral: for any referral who subscribes, the player will get a reward

Staking: stake your 11Meta and earn rewards

Be social: post, or publish contents about the game or your gaming experience, talk about the platform, invite
friends to subscribe, share your excitement and get rewarded.

Personal endorsements: any third party who wants a specific super champion to become a personal
endorser, will be free to reward her/him at their wish.

Streamers: will reward their champions to get the chance to watch them while playing.

Play longer: players will be rewarded for any hour on the platform, regardless if they win or lose.

Trading your Assets. Characters, skins, loot, vehicles, prizes and raw material are owned by the players in
the form of NFTs and can be sold either on the native marketplace or on any external marketplace.

Expenses Streams

In-game: Players spend 11Meta in order to play games, buy equipment, or customize their characters,
vehicles and weapons.

C. Genetic Designers

Revenues Streams

Digital Content: Each Designer, crafting original digital content, will be granted secure copyright ownership,
and will be entitled to trade the owned contents under the form of an NFT. They will define rarity, scarcity and
unique attributes.

Expenses Streams

NFT: 20% on every transaction will be apportioned to Star Federation

SYNTHETIC SDK

These are our Docking Stations. They will allow the development and docking of games to our infrastructure.
They are designed for B2B use.

ADVERTISE

Brands may advertise through every game present on the platform, using the strategy and tools as they wish,
just like regular advertising. Billboards, services and events, product positioning and any sort of advertising to
their audience.
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TOKENOMICS

11Meta is the native token used through all the Metaverses available on the platform. It is used for all
micro-payments within the ecosystem and it is also the basis for several other interactions.

1 Introduction

11Meta belongs to the ERC20 token family.

ERC20 tokens use the interface defined within the EIP20 (Ethereum Improvement Proposal number 20)
presented on November 19, 2015, by Vitalik Buterin and Fabian Vogelsteller.

In just a few years it has become the standard in the Ethereum ecosystem, thanks to the usability that this
interface provides:

● Usable on any Wallet

● Usable on DEX (Decentralized Exchanges)

● Extremely rare bugs and hacks due to the historicity of the standard

The will use the most secure standard for ERC20 applications, Open Zeppelin, which in a few years has become
the most famous auditor of complex Smart Contracts, including Defi (Decentralized Finance) applications.

We chose to issue the token on Ethereum, dismissing other appealing options like Solana, BSC, Avalanche or
Polygon as, in our opinion, Ethereum is:

● Among the most secure and popular Blockchains

● Has a very high rate of acceptance and a massive adoption

● It perfectly works both in CEX and DEX environments

To guarantee swap options through DEX with lower fees, such as Pancake Swap (BSC network) or Quick Swap
(Polygon Network), we will soon evolve, building specific bridging solutions.

2. The Native Token

Ticker: 11Meta

Token decimals: 18

Option to temporarily pause on security issues: Yes

Minting and Burn: Yes

Max supply capped: Yes

Total supply: 3,000,000,000
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11META ALLOTMENT

Total Supply 3,000,000,000

Seed Allotment 9.00% 270,000,000

Private Sale (25% discount) 5.00% 150,000,000

Public Sale 18.00% 540,000,000

Planetary Alliance 15.00% 450,000,000

The Star Federation 9.00% 270,000,000

Protocol Droid 9.00% 270,000,000

The Engine 19.00% 570,000,000

Staking and in-game Rewards 8.00% 240,000,000

Advisors - Suppliers 8.00% 240,000,000

Total Supply 100.00% 3,000,000,000

The token is minted with a fixed supply of 3,000,000,000 units, directly allotted to the belonging wallets (see
above), on their own specific individual addresses. The choice to split the tokens directly to the wallets of use
has been done for complete transparency towards the community and for an accurate tracking of tokens by any
end-user.

3. Security Tools

The development will take advantage of the most modern tools supported by important market players such as
HardHat by the Ethereum Foundation, which will be used both for local tests, deployments in testnet and
mainnet, as well as for the allotment of supply fractions through the Ethers library. Consensys will be adopted
for the entire set of security tools.

The minting of ERC20 standard tokens nowadays is a very safe practice thanks, among others, to the
widespread implementation of Open Zeppelin. However, as additional safety measures, we will carry out
automatic and human static analysis on Solidity code.

The code will then be subjected to the following roadmap and tests program:

● Code review by our Solidity software developers

● Static code analysis through Slither and MythX

● Deep pre-launch code scrutiny with Surya, by Consensys, (https://github.com/ConsenSys/surya), for a
millimetric and deep graphic analysis of the Smart Contracts structure. Call graph function will be
completed with manual inspections of contracts.

Once the token is deployed on Ethereum mainnet, we’ll start the coding of a parallel proprietary layer 2
network, to gradually migrate the coin to the proprietary layer 2 solution.

Once completed, the proprietary Blockchain will allow us to implement a new, low fee payment system, key to
developing a sustainable economy in the dynamic environment of a metaverse. It will allow global, instant, and
cost-effective payments between any two users on the internet

Scarcity and demand of the native token will be granted by the progressive adoption among players, attracted
by a potentially endless number of metaverses available.

Adoption of 11Meta will ensure that such assets will increase in value.
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ARCHITECTURE

Our Protocol is made of 4 different Layers.

Layer 4, The Communication Layer.

This layer is bridging the in-game activities, the storage system, and the social network activity.

Here is how it works: each Player grows with in-game activities and stocks up features, prizes, and tokens.
While the token, a standard ERC20 coin, will be easily locked on a wallet such as MetaMask at layer 2, the rest
of their personal growth (Heroes, Vehicles, Weapons, Features, Raw Materials and others) is stored as a
personal asset on the storage system as a Growth File. Each Growth File is referred to in Layer 4 through a
personalized Growth Hash.

The Growth Hash allows the download of all their contents from the storage system, and, once in-game, the
contents will be live and executable in the metaverse.

Layer 3, Security Layer

This Layer works out the necessary security to protect the system, the infrastructure, the Players, the content
makers, and the client game developers. An evolution of the more commonly used Transport Layer Security
Protocol, this Layer uses a combination of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. Symmetric cryptography
creates keys known to both the sender and recipient, while asymmetric cryptography generates key pairs, one
public (shared between both the sender and recipient) and one private.

Layer 2

This Layer hosts our Ethereum-compatible proprietary Blockchain, which will support both the token and the
NFTs. Wallets (such as MetaMask) and other Ethereum standard tools are connected here.

Layer 1

Ethereum Mainnet. The bridging system between Layer 2 and Layer 1 is a proprietary one.

STORAGE SYSTEM

The same vision is leading us in the strategic plan for the best storage system possible. Our primary aim is to
keep our players and their assets secure at the highest level possible. For that purpose, we chose a very secure
centralized solution on AWS, with the Secret Manager option. This outcome protects every call between the
platform and the storage with an encrypted key. Secondarily, we have progressively put in place a decentralized
solution. As soon as the platform adoption and the token distribution reach a sufficient level, we’ll move toward
a decentralized storage system, like IPFS.
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INCEPT DATE
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DEFINITIVE STRUCTURE
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MOTORAGE CITY

MOTORAGE CITY

Originally a game of pure motorcycle speed, it has been completely readjusted to a metaverse environment.
While all the proven and successful game mechanics remain the same, the environment has been completely
shifted to a fantasy-led post-modern city environment.

All game synapses are currently connected to the crypto ecosystem, leaving on the way all the required
dedicated SDK ready for our future client game developers.

A tested and exciting driving experience for Players. Advanced graphics with high-quality 3D models and
textures for added realism and an increased sense of speed will complete the experience.

Customizable Riding Aids are available for all styles of players including anti-skid, traction control, assisted
braking, and steering assistance.

MotoRage – Centralcity (MRC) is a dark Sci-Fi vehicular combat game, offering a gritty arcade experience
with a strong focus on narrative.

MRC is set in a dystopian future where space-age technology meets elements of our everyday life.

Centralcity is a huge metropolis with millions of citizens.

It used to be the pinnacle of architectural design, an urban heaven. Everything changed when the city’s main
reactor exploded, starting the Big Fire, which burned most of the town down to the ground turning it into a
living nightmare.

Chaos reigned until a Directive Council took over, with the mission to restore peace and order. A new
residential area was developed to accommodate the wealthiest and most influential citizens, while everybody
else was left to fend for themselves.

The Directive Council runs a totalitarian regime - It retains full power and full control over the local police, in
other words, its military arm.

The poorest and most desperate grouped in well-armed gangs relying on fast vehicles and started to make
their living from intercepting convoys of goods on the highway.

MRC adopts real-time graphics technology, and will use Unity in order to reduce the lead time of the racing
framework.
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GAME MODES

Besides focusing solely on gameplay elements, MotoRage will have an interesting and developing narrative
regardless of which Gang the player chooses. The storyline, besides introducing gameplay mechanics and game
modes, will also guide the player through the entire city.

We want to offer different game modes each with unique gameplay and/or objectives, while they experience the
MRC plot. Completing the MRC storyline not only allows players to become better at each mode, but also grants
unique rewards obtainable only by completing the story.

Although these modes would be single-player at first, players will still have to face off against fierce AI
opponents. From a development point of view, working on single player experiences as first, allows us to polish
and perfect the core gameplay before introducing multiplayer aspects. We can categorize and develop specific
game modes first, while having more game mode options to add later on.

MODES INCLUDE:

Standard Race: first to the finish line wins.

Time Attack: compete for the fastest time.

King of the Hill: first place earns points every second; first
to reach the target score wins.

Elimination: every x seconds, the rider in last place is
eliminated. Whoever survives wins.

Endurance: time limited mode, checkpoints granting bonus
seconds are scattered. The goal is to reach the longest
distance possible.

Navigation: open-world map with randomized checkpoints; whoever reaches all checkpoints first wins!

Deathmatch: Arena based: each fragging awards one point. When a driver has been killed, they respawn.
Whoever reaches a target score first wins!

Cut the Head: similar to Team Deathmatch, but the goal is to kill one specific driver (i.e., the boss) of the
opponent team.

The Brave: Vehicles run at high speed towards a chasm; the winner is who gets closer without dying. Gotta
tune those brakes!

Roundup: Drive to survive! Players race for their lives from a big vehicle hunting them. The last survivor wins!

Convoy Assault: all drivers hunt the same vehicle. Whoever lands the final blow wins!

Once the development for Single-player game modes is polished and finalized, the next step would be the
integration of asynchronous content into select game modes. Opting to work on asynchronous content first
allows us to not only work on and explore how to integrate multiplayer aspects into the game but also allows
players to compete among themselves.

We can classify and limit game modes to specific playlists such as Duels and Ghost.
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RACES

Duels

Players can challenge other players (through a matchmaking system) to duels where they have a limited
amount of time to complete the match. Whoever made the best results wins the duel.

Duels are only available for game modes that don’t require interactions with other players:

● Time Attack

● Endurance

● Navigation

● The Brave

Ghost Races

After completing races in specific game modes, the best performance is recorded and saved. These recordings
are then used to create ghosts that will play against the player. Although visible, the player will not be able to
interact with Ghosts, but can follow where their opponents travel.

Available on game modes that require other players, but where direct interaction is not needed:

● Standard Race

● King of the Hill

● Elimination

Once development for asynchronous content has been finalized, the next stage would be the integration of a
synchronous multiplayer experience that allows players to compete against other players in real time.

Our purpose in this stage is to adapt all game modes to support synchronous/real-time multiplayer. This opens
up and allows players to be able to use their combat and driving skills they have learned, via playing the story
mode, against other players.

Once all of the game modes support and allow real time online multiplayer, the next aims would be to create
and introduce Competitions.

Competitions are divided into Tournaments and Competitions.

Tournaments are fast competitions that end within the day. Each tournament has different entry requirements
(for example a maximum tech level, weapons are banned, etc. etc.). The winner of the tournament gets a big
reward.

Leagues are seasonal and last for weeks/months. They have specific entry requirements and can also feature
an ELO system. They have a matchmaking system to help players find matches for their league. Top positions
in the league award HUGE rewards.
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NFTs

NFT Explained

NFTs, or non-fungible tokens, are cryptographic assets on a blockchain with unique identification codes and
metadata that distinguish them from each other. Unlike cryptocurrencies, they cannot be traded or exchanged
at equivalency. This differs from fungible tokens such as cryptocurrencies, which are identical to each other
and, therefore, can serve as a medium for commercial transactions.

Though the first NFT-like token was launched back in 2012 and was built on the Bitcoin blockchain, today the
most common NFT is ERC-721, and it is built on the Ethereum network.

Our NFTs

11Metaverse wants to empower its players through full and secure ownership of everything they earn, win or
make in-game:

● Full ownership of Intellectual Property
● Full ownership of assets: native coin, characters, vehicles, skins, loots, weapons and raw materials
● Full usability of acquired or conquered assets through the entire arcade: the native coin will be

spendable in each Metaverse docked to the platform, while other assets will follow the end-user through
different games with a predetermined swap conversion rate, pegged to the native coin

● Among the proprietary game, in line with what will be required by all third parties’ games running on
11Metaverse, collections of our MetaTroopers and RunnerUnits, among the most valuable assets, will be
secured by NFTs.

Technical Solution

Cost efficiency is the key issue for any blockchain-based project aiming for massive adoption. Currently, the
transaction costs on the Ethereum network are very high, and with gas prices changing by the minute,
sometimes the cost of transactions could be higher than the actual value of the asset transacted.

Aside from our unique and super-rare MotoRage Rare collection, minted and traded on Ethereum Mainnet, we
opted to deploy our NFTs using a secure, fast and cost-efficient solution: Polygon, a third-party layer 2 based on
Ethereum’s Plasma Framework.

Key strengths of the above provide immediate availability, low fees, and a tested and secure MetaMask and
Opensea integration, which makes it possible for users to easily manage and trade their assets.

But this solution is not definitive, as we are progressively moving towards proprietary solutions. We are coding
a proprietor layer 2 solution, based on Ethereum blockchain, totally compatible with Opensea and other most
adopted marketplaces and MetaMask, as well as our proprietor Marketplace and wallet (under construction).

A proprietor second layer offers significant advantages for the entire ecosystem and for its users:

● Transactions fees: near to zero
● Ability to offer our client game developers a full suite of testing and development
● Proprietor NFT Marketplace and wallet
● Game boosters
● Ability to implement bespoke fee-policies, targeted to contain spam-attacks
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● Avoid the risks associated with third-party governance, where ecosystem participants have no power
over all governance-related decisions. With our proprietor solution, we will progressively drive towards
a decentralized system like DAO/PoS, managing internally the consensus between validators.

● A Carbon Neutral solution. Our architecture is not requiring Proof of Work and ensures a high level of
security for its users.

Once the proprietary layer 2 is deployed, we will start using it and will migrate the NFTs to the new network as
well, to manage all 11Metaverse related assets in a single unified environment.

Our proprietary game will have a complete collection of NFTs, composed of MetaTroopers and RunnerUnits.

MetaTroopers

There are 4 types of gangs, one for each in-game location including the Police squad.

Death Zone Low-District High-District The Bowel Police

Death Zone

Controlled by The Scarred, they are particularly
feared for their ruthless brutality.

Low-District

Led by Leon, the Thunder Riders are controlling the
area. Named after the roar of their motorbikes, that
sounds like thunder.
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High District

Led by Kenichi, this gang patrols the Tansho Towers
in the High-District. The Tansho family rose to power
after reorganizing Centralcity’s crime groups.

The Bowel

Led by Kirov, this gang controls the depths of the
Bowel, where the city's low-life hides to escape Police
raids.

Police

Led by the Directive Council, Centralcity Police Department (non-playable, AI) can be regarded as another
full-fledged gang.

Each MetaTrooper can be equipped with a full range of weapons and physical marks, which will affect the
Chara's strengths and abilities.

Gangs will sport different types of RunnerUnits and MetaTroopers, with relevant upgrades (e.g. light and
manoeuvrable bike, slow and sturdy bike, fast high-tech bike with low defence etc.)

Our RunnerUnits are split into three main categories: Light, Medium and Heavy.

● Light

Fast but delicate - Very fast and nimble vehicles that excel in long straights, yet are exposed to severe
damage if hit. Experienced players can take advantage using their knowledge and use the speed to
avoid getting into or out of dangerous situations. Quick reflexes and on-the-spot thinking are key
factors for any Light Driver.

● Medium

Well rounded - Standard mid-range RunnerUnits that boast medium speed and endurance. Overall good
in all situations if driven properly. Adaptability is key, depending on the situation at hand, Medium
Drivers will have to choose how far they will push their bike in extreme conditions.

● Heavy

Slow but sturdy - Although it's slower than its competitors, heavy vehicles boast a robust defence that
allows players to thrive in dangerous circumstances. Since these are the slowest, players will have to
take advantage of their defences to overcome their lack of speed.
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Segmenting RunnerUnits into different categories also allows for specific race types to be held. Maybe a mission
requires a Heavy RunnerUnit, while others only allow Light. Each RunnerUnit would also have combat attributes
that differ among them.

RunnerUnits allow further retro-fitting. Players may choose from a wide range of options, each with a precise
in-game feature, and multiple cosmetic graphics. Each retro-fitting choice affects the RunnerUnit stats, adding
an intricate layer that grants players the option to make decisions based on their desired gameplay/cosmetic
outcome.

RunnerUnits retro-fitting

1. Body-Kit: Front, Pilot Cockpit, Back
2. Wheels
3. Cosmetics/Spray/Liveries
4. Engine: Power, Roar
5. Weapons

Depending on what type of character is chosen, the driven RunnerUnit stats will be affected.

An example could be: If a player decides to use a Light Bike + Heavy Character = Acceleration + Handling is
reduced while Weight + HP + Traction is increased.

Allowing players to choose Bike + Character type can open up unique gameplay and allow for users to
experiment to find what best suits their driving style.

Upgrades improve both RunnerUnits and MetaTroopers stats, allowing the player to adopt growing Special
Abilities.

Rarity

Rarities are determined by the background color and have two distinct forces.

In-Game Value

MetaHeros

When you log in to MotoRage, you use your character NFTs as a token to go live. Going live transforms any 2D
character NFT card into a real 3D MetaHero, with strengths and features set by you. Your level will grant you a
specific set-up buying power, the higher the buying power, the more dominant the features you can start with:
more strength, more power, greater speed, weapons more lethal, and more). Anything earned in-game will be
stored in your in-game account, and will show up anytime you use your NFT to log in.

RunnerUnits

Vehicles NFTs behave alike characters NFTs. When you log in, your 2D vehicle card becomes a 3D RunnerUnit
with strengths and features set by you. Your level will grant you a specific set-up buying power, the higher the
buying power, the wider are retrofitting options: body-Kit (Front, Pilot Cockpit, Back), wheels,
cosmetics/spray/liveries, engine (power, roar), weapons. Anything earned in-game will be stored in your
in-game account, and will show up anytime you use your NFT to log in.
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Combinations (Jaeger-Up)

When a player jaeger up a MetaHero with his/her RunnerUnit, the combinations will uncover an additional
feature coming from that specific combination, and reflecting the aggregate of rarities of the MetaHero and
RunnerUnit.

Collectable Value

Our NFTs have a complex matrix of rarities.

We provide 7 levels of rarity, with a descending number of pieces minted at the growing of rarity level. Within
each layer, the total number of characters varies, making some characters more precious than others within the
same line of total scarcity.

NFTs Economics

NFTs

MetaTroopers RunnerUnits

Grid Rarity Units Grid Rarity Units

Common 1 4,550 Common 1 4,699

Common Rare 2 2,950 Common Rare 2 3,000

Rare 3 1,584 Rare 3 2,000

Epic 4 990 Epic 4 150

Legendary 5 560 Legendary 5 100

Unique 6 62 Unique 6 50

Decos Prime 7 8 Decos Prime 7 1

Total 10,704 10,000
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DISCLAIMER

The information in this White Paper (the “Document”), including the planned listing price, is subject to change
or update and should not be construed as a commitment, promise or guarantee by 11Metaverse Genesis
Limited, Sea Meadow House, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands, License number 2098320 or any other
individual or organization mentioned in this Document relating to the use of the tokens or to their value on
listing or future performance or value.

The document does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or securities. It does not constitute or
form part of and should not be construed as any offer for sale or subscription of or any invitation to buy or
subscribe for any securities nor should it or any part of it form the basis of or be relied upon in any connection
with any contract or commitment whatsoever. 11Metaverse expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for
any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from reliance on
any information contained in the Document, any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or any
action resulting therefrom.

This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice, It is strictly informational. Do not trade or invest in any
tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this information. Any investment involves substantial risks,
including, but not limited to, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal.
Investors should conduct independent due diligence, with assistance from professional financial, legal and tax
experts, on topics discussed in this document and develop a stand-alone judgement of the relevant markets
prior to making any investment decision.

We have prepared all information herein from sources we believe to be accurate and reliable.

However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind – whether expressed or implied.
All market prices, including the planned listing price, data and other information are not warranted as to
completeness or accuracy, are based upon selected public market data, reflect prevailing conditions, and our
view as of this date, all of which are accordingly subject to change without notice. The graphs, charts and other
visual aids are provided for informational purposes only. None of these graphs, charts or visual aids can and of
themselves be used to make investment decisions. No representation is made that these will assist any person
in making investment decisions and no graph, chart or other visual aid can capture all factors and variables
required in making such decisions.

The information contained in this document may include, or incorporate by reference, forward-looking
statements, which would include any statements that are not statements of historical fact. No representations
or warranties are made as to the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. Any projections, forecasts and
estimates contained in this document are necessarily speculative in nature and are based upon certain
assumptions. These forward-looking statements may turn out to be wrong and can be affected by inaccurate
assumptions or by known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, most of which are beyond control.
It can be expected that some or all of such forward-looking assumptions will not materialize or will vary
significantly from actual results.

It is the responsibility of any purchaser of 11Meta to inform themselves of, and to observe and comply with, all
applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. Prospective purchasers for any 11Meta shall be
expected to consider the risk factors identified in this section. If any of the indicated risks were to materialize,
then they could have a negative impact on the Issuer’s finances and operational performance which can hinder
the ability of the Issuer to fulfil its obligations under this whitepaper.

The challenges and risks are identified by the board of administration of the Issuer as at the date of registration
of this whitepaper. This does not exclude the possibility of there being other risk threats and the purchaser
must be aware that the impact on the Issuer may be heightened due to a combination of several risks
materializing simultaneously.
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One of the main challenges in the project is the rate of adoption of the community of artists and creators to
start exchanging assets, which will be a key point behind the demand generation of 11Meta. As such, we are
focused on developing a strong, multi-platform product that can spread massively.

We are therefore developing strong communities in different areas of the world with a strong focus in Asia,
where we believe the rate of adoption and learning curve will be steeper. The project success rate will be
dependent upon the priority and preference of consumers and its ability to swiftly anticipate, identify and
capitalize upon these priorities and preferences.

The Issuer operates in an emerging and disruptive industry that is under rapid and dynamic development. This
includes, but is not limited to, the developments relating to the business itself, the underlying technology, and
the regulatory and legal implications thereof. Specifically, in relation to public knowledge and understanding of
emerging technologies, such distributed ledger technologies, smart contracts and other innovative technology
arrangements, are still limited as at the date of registration of this whitepaper. The risks arising out of such may
not be fully comprehended as of yet and new additional risks may arise in the future.

As the Issuer’s undertaking is reliant on the continuous and proper functioning of its technology infrastructure,
the Issuer is subject to a variety of risks relating to the proper maintenance thereof.

These risks include, but are not limited to, cyber-attacks, data theft or other unauthorised use of data, and
other malicious interferences. Certain parts of the infrastructure may be outsourced to third parties. In such
cases, the Issuer is reliant upon technology arrangements developed by such third parties for the running of its
undertaking, and it is exposed to the risk of failures in such technology arrangements.

The Issuer is subject to various laws, including regulations and rules issued thereunder, and is at risk in relation
to changes in the laws and the timing and effects of changes in the respective legislation.

This includes changes in the interpretation thereof which cannot be predicted by the Issuer.

The growth of the Issuer and its undertaking is partially attributable to the efforts and abilities of the members
of its management team and other key personnel, particularly its board of administration.

If one or more of the members of this team were unable or unwilling to continue in their present position, the
Issuer might not be able to replace them within a short time, which could in turn have a material adverse effect
on the Issuer’s business.
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